
chapter 5

The Archaeology and Topography of
Water Circulation within the City

Below the walls (of Constantinople) lies open land, cultivated by plough and hoe, which contains
gardens that furnish the citizens with all kinds of vegetables. From the outside underground conduits
flow in, bringing the city an abundance of sweet water.1

INTRODUCTION

With rare exceptions ancient water channels relied on
the gentle, yet constant force of gravity to lead water
downhill over long distances. In Constantinople
these forces ensured that water was brought to the
city and distributed within its walls. The Roman 
system for the distribution of water within cities is
well documented from sources such as Frontinus and
from archaeological studies of cities, including
Rome, Ephesos, Pompeii and Ostia.2 In summary, the
aqueducts conveyed the water to the city’s edge,
either within or outside the walls. At this point, in
the case of Rome, there were settling tanks and one
or more castella divisorum to distribute the water
across the city, and to ensure that the water was ap-
portioned according to the various categories of
users, through a range of water-towers and private
tanks.3 The water was delivered to public basins,
nymphaea and, through private lead pipes, to great
houses and baths. 

Comparable features of the Ottoman city of Istan-
bul intrigued and impressed Napoleon’s ambassador
Count Andréossy; these included a developed system
of water-towers (suterazi) and distribution chambers
(taksim).4 The suterazi was a siphon intended to
balance the pressure along the supply line, identical

in function to the water-towers known from Pompeii
and elsewhere in the Roman world.5 The taksim was
a water-distribution chamber similar to the castellum
aquae and it is possible that a similar structure is
referred to by Skylitzes as kastellos when he describes
the works of Romanus III, who in 1030 ‘added to the
channels (holkos) of water that bring water into the
city and the castles (kastellos) that received them’.6

No siphons are specifically known or recorded in
ancient sources from Constantinople, although a
comment by Zonaras that Justinian took lead from
‘the great channel’ (megiste holkos) for his building
work might indicate that such a quantity had been
used for a siphon located within the city.7 Little of
these structures survives in the Byzantine city, but in
general we can reasonably expect that the aqueduct
channels would have followed the contours of the
ground, except where a bridge was necessary to carry
them across a major valley, as at the Bozdogan
Kemeri. Therefore it has been possible to use contour
maps and a digital terrain model of the city to pre-
dict the likely routes that the channels of Hadrian
and Valens followed and to speculate on the cisterns
and other features that they supplied.

1 Writing at the time of the Second Crusade, Odo of Deuil, De profectione Ludovici VII in Orientem, trans. Van der Vin (1980), 519. See
Appendix 1.

2 See Evans (1994); Ortloff and Crouch (2001); Ohlig (2001).
3 Frontinus 3.2; Taylor (2000), 26.
4 Andréossy (1828), 385–6.
5 Çeçen (1996a); Ohlig (2001). Ottoman suterazi are illustrated in Forchheimer and Strzygowski (1893), 22–8.
6 For Roman castella at Pompeii see Hodge (1992), 294; for Romanos III, see Appendix 1 and Mango (1995).
7 Zonaras, Hist. 3.157, see Appendix 1. On siphons and the problems of maintenance, especially where there was an abundance of lime in

the water, see Taylor (2000), 30–3; Tucci (2006), 96–7, fig. 2, considers the evidence for pressure pipes of a ‘flat siphon’ on the route of the
arcus caelimontani in Rome.
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ANCIENT AND MODERN TOPOGRAPHY (Fig. 2.1; Maps 12–15)

For the purposes of plotting the lines of the channels
within the city we have relied on Müller-Wiener’s
1:10,000 map which shows the topography of the city
with contours at 2-m intervals.8 This was derived in
turn from a 1:2,000 map of the city produced by the
Société Anonyme Ottomane d’Études et d’Entre-
prises Urbaines in 1922. Although the city was
considerably less developed in the early twentieth
century, when the Society’s map was produced, inevi-
tably the topography of the early Byzantine city was
rather different. Erosion, excavation and both man-
made and natural deposition have altered the coast-
line, the depth of valleys, and the height of hills.9

Physical changes of level are attested in our sources
from an early date. Zosimus (writing in the sixth
century) alleged that Constantine reclaimed land
from the sea by driving in wooden piles. However,
Gregory of Nazianzus suggests that the work was
undertaken after Constantine, under Constantius II
or Valens, and was perhaps still going on when he
wrote in 379.10 This work must have included the fil-
ling of the two large inlets that had originally formed
an isthmus between the Third and Fourth Hills.

In valleys, both natural hill-wash and human
deposition can account for increases in elevation. For
instance, the foundations of the piers of the
Bozdogan Kemeri, which crosses the valley between
the Third and Fourth Hills, begin as much as 6.50 m
below today’s ground level (that is, 11.90 m below the
lower edge of the cornice at the springing of the
lower tier arches).11 On hillsides or hilltops, by con-
trast, erosion will have countered to a greater or 

lesser extent the increase in elevation caused by
deposition. Thus excavations at the nearby church of
St Polyeuktos located the pavement of the church’s
atrium about 3 m below modern ground level.12

Excavations in the Forum of Constantine on top of
the Second Hill revealed the paving of the ancient
square to be just 2.35 m below the modern ground
level.13 Further to the east, in the flatter areas near
the Acropolis, Mamboury and Wiegand’s survey in
Area Aa of the Great Palace revealed two doors. The
upper door, whose threshold was 2.84 m below the
modern street, opened at the level of the ancient
Mese at about 31 m above sea level.14 Excavations in
and near the Hippodrome, where today the ground-
level is about 35 m above sea level, revealed the arena
of the circus to be about 4.5 m below modern ground
level (i.e. 30.5 m above sea level),15 and the floor of
the Baths of Zeuxippos to be about 5 m below
today’s level (i.e. 30 m above sea level).16

The increases in grade, various as they are, are
unlikely to have a highly disruptive effect on our
attempts to plot the channels according to the con-
tours, especially as the channels would not have run
in valley bottoms, but along the sides of slopes or
hills, where erosion would have counteracted deposi-
tion to a greater extent. All that need be said is that
the Hadrianic channel might have run slightly fur-
ther to the south than projected here (i.e. slightly
higher up the hill), and that the route of the Valens
channel might have deviated slightly from the pro-
jected line, especially between the Bozdogan Kemeri
and the edge of the Second Hill.

THE BYZANTINE AND THE OTTOMAN SYSTEMS

The water supply and distribution of Ottoman
Istanbul has been the subject of detailed and compre-
hensive study by the late Professor Kâzım Çeçen in a
number of publications. These provide detailed illus-
trations and copies of archival materials together

with maps showing the line of the channels outside
the city, the places where they entered the city, and
how the separate lines were distributed throughout
the city. From the historical account of the city’s
water supply, there are clearly significant and crucial

8 Müller-Wiener (1977).
9 For the extensive system of terraces in the city, see Crow (2007b). 

10 Mango (2001), 1–28.
11 Harrison (1986), 13–14 (Sounding B).
12 Harrison (1986), fig. G, Sections 32, 37, 38.
13 See Mamboury’s section in Müller-Wiener (1977), fig. 288.
14 Mamboury and Wiegand (1934), 35.
15 Casson et al. (1928), 8. However, Mamboury’s drawing in Muller-Wiener (1977), fig. 47 gives the area level as 32.60 m above sea level.
16 Casson et al. (1928), 21.
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Map 14. Constantinople, Inset 2: location map of cisterns and projected routes of channels. 
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Map 15. Constantinople, Inset 3: location map of cisterns and projected routes of channels. 
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With the exception of the acropolis on the First Hill,
which was possibly not supplied directly with
water,21 the city of Byzantium lay only about 30 m
above sea level, in the area between the First and
Second Hill. Two buildings are known in later
periods to have been certainly supplied with water
from the Hadrianic aqueduct. One was the Basilica
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Cistern (G7/9), which was built by Justinian in the
sixth century. The cistern, located in the eastern part
of the city, survives today as the Yerebatan Sarayı and
has an elevation of about 30 m above sea level. The
other known destination for the Hadrianic line was
the imperial palace, located on the east flank of the
Hippodrome. A law of Theodosius I notes that the

coincidences between the Byzantine and later
systems, although there remain important areas of
uncertainty about the relationship between the two
systems.

At the outset we need to establish the key points of
similarity and congruence between the two main
periods of water supply to the city. In previous chap-
ters we have established the following criteria:
I. The Byzantine and Ottoman systems utilized

spring sources at basically two different eleva-
tions to ensure distribution throughout the city.
The relative heights of the high and low channels
were the same, although the precise locations of
the springs varied at different periods.

II. The main sources for the higher channels were
respectively: Thrace (Byzantine) and Halkalı
(Ottoman), although it is likely that the Byzan-
tines may also have used the latter source.

III. For the lower channels the main sources were
located north and south of the Alibey River, to
the south these were from Cebeciköy and to the
north from the Belgrade Forest, normally refer-
red to as the Kırkçesme, extended by Sinan; these
were also the sources for the Byzantine lower
supply line, the Aqueduct of Hadrian. 

IV. The Bozdogan Kemeri was Byzantine in origin
but was extensively repaired and reused through-
out the Ottoman period to ensure the continued
use of a higher level distribution system.

In addition to the Ottoman archives and structural
evidence, it is important to be aware of other earlier
texts, including not only Gilles writing in the later
sixteenth century, whose importance has already
been noted, but also Andréossy, who was resident
between 1813 and 1817 and wrote a detailed account

of his stay, including a long memoir on the water
sources and distribution. He describes in detail many
of the key elements of the Ottoman system, includ-
ing the bashavuz, where the springs and streams were
collected; the main Ottoman aqueduct bridges out-
side the city; the system of taksims, water distribu-
tion points outside and within the city; and the
suterazi, the water siphons required along the line.17

Whatever his reservations about the state of the
Ottoman capital, he remains convinced of the
superior ingenuity of the water engineers, and the
teams of watermen or suyolcular18 who maintained
the system. Andréossy provides a map of the system
and the distribution of the supply lines within the
city. If it does not match the complexities of some of
the Ottoman maps reproduced by Çeçen, he outlines
the key components which provide an important
basis from which to model the Byzantine system.
Thus regarding the Yerebatan Sarayı (Justinian’s
Basilica Cistern), he observes ‘La citerne Yèrè-Batan,
situé dans la rue de Soouk-Tchèchmè, reçoit les eaux
de l’aqueduc de Djèbèdji-Keuïu, par la takçim de
Sainte-Sophie’.19 To which may be added Gilles’
comments about the same cistern, ‘There is an abun-
dance of wells that empty into the Cistern. When it
was filling in the winter time I saw a large stream of
water falling from a great pipe with a mighty noise
until the pillars were covered with water up to the
middle of the capitals. This Cistern stands west of
the Church of St Sophia a distance of eighty Roman
paces’.20 Although we may need to remain cautious
about some details presented in the early accounts,
such evidence provides a key to develop an under-
standing of how the system can be modelled and
understood.

THE HADRIANIC CHANNEL (Fig. 2.1)

17 Andréossy (1828), 434–41.
18 Kiel (1992).
19 Andréossy (1828), 444.
20 Gilles, (1561a), 2.20, see Appendix 1 for the full quotation; see the discussion in Byrd (2002), 13–14, who notes that the water must have

been deep enough to cover the Medusa heads which Gilles did not comment upon.
21 Andréossy (1828), 401, describes how the water flowed from the Ayasofya taksim to supply the Sultan’s Palace; the water passed below the

Darphane to fill a cistern in the court of the Harem, from where it was raised by a noria to fill a basin near the Topkapı. 
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Hadrianic aqueduct served the imperial palace22 and
it also indicates that the Baths of Achilles were
supplied by the same line. These baths were near the
Strategion, which has been located immediately west
of the Acropolis. Clearly, when the Hadrianic supply
line reached the eastern parts of the city it cannot
have been at an elevation any lower than 30 m above
sea level.23 Given that these baths were located so
close to the Golden Horn, therefore on low-lying
ground, there would have been no difficulty in sup-
plying them with water from the Hadrianic line. The
Zeuxippos Baths may also have been supplied by this
aqueduct, given their elevation, but the evidence is
less certain.

Assuming that the Hadrianic channel had a simi-
lar gradient to the later Valens channel (1 in 1,000),
we may calculate backwards from the Yerebatan
Sarayı (with an elevation of 30 m) and suggest that
the conduit passed through the Land Walls (which
are some 5 km to the west of the cistern) at a
minimum elevation of about 35 m above sea level. If
that is the case, then the Hadrianic channel entered
the city at the north end of the Land Walls, near the
surviving Ottoman Kırkçesme distribution centre,
situated just outside the Egrikapı.24 This strongly
supports the suggestion that the Hadrianic line
derived its water from Cebeciköy, which was the
original extent of the Ottoman Kırkçesme system,
or, if the line extended so far at an early date, from
the area of Kemerburgaz in the Belgrade Forest. 

Hadrianic and Ottoman systems

This association of the Hadrianic with the later
Ottoman system does not, of course, revive the old
discredited theories that the Maglova Kemeri (the so-
called Aqueduct of Justinian) and Kemerburgaz are
Byzantine rather than Ottoman bridges, and that
they are the product of Byzantine repairs made to the
Hadrianic line.25 Nevertheless, these Ottoman
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bridges may stand on the site of earlier Roman or
Byzantine works, and investigations of the Ottoman
aqueducts north of this area found evidence for an
early Byzantine arch in the lowest tier in the Kovuk-
kemer aqueduct (just to the south-east of Kemer-
burgaz), and apparent Roman foundations in the
Uzunkemer (north-west of Kemerburgaz).26 This evi-
dence may suggest either that the Hadrianic supply
came from the Belgrade Forest or that it came initi-
ally from Cebeciköy and was at some point extended
northwards into that forest so as to tap the addi-
tional sources near Kemerburgaz.

Dalman, however, doubted that the Hadrianic
aqueduct drew on the sources in the Belgrade Forest.
He suggested a much shorter system, comparable in
scale to that supplying Nicaea, which would have
tapped the aquiferous area closest to the city, that of
Halkalı, about 15 km west-north-west of Byzan-
tium.27 Dalman further suggested that an aqueduct
bridge known as the Ma’zul kemer, which survives in
the area near the modern town of Mahmudiye, was
the last remnant of the Roman and Byzantine system
in the region, and he has been followed in this belief
by Eyice, Mango and Çeçen.28 Dalman dated the
bridge to the eighth century, associating it with
repairs by Constantine V, whereas Eyice proposed an
earlier late antique date. In fact, a structural
examination suggests that the Ma’zul kemer with its
tapering piers is entirely of Ottoman work.29 Waters
from Halkalı were certainly exploited from the very
beginning of the Ottoman period, since the oldest
known map of the water system, that by Usta Davud
dated to 1584, has a caption above the Ma’zul kemer
reading ‘a great aqueduct which has supplied the
palace since the days of the Sultan Mehmet Han’.30

Thus, if not of Roman or Byzantine origin, the
Ma’zul kemer would appear to be the work of
Mehmet the Conqueror, providing a continuing high-
level supply to the city over the Bozdogan Kemeri to
his new palace at Beyazıt.31

22 Cod. Just. 11.42.6, see Appendix 1.
23 Mango (1998), 187–8, has argued from the limited topographical information that the Strategion might have been located just inside

Bostancı Kapısı, the northernmost gate of the walls of the Topkapı Sarayı, about 300 m east of Sirkeci station on the shore.
24 Çeçen (1996a), 82.
25 Compare the comments of Dalman (1933), 2, 22–4.
26 Roman remains in Ottoman aqueducts in the Belgrade Forest are mentioned by Çeçen (1996a), 59–61, 80, 89, and discussed in detail in

Çeçen (1996b), 169–73. See Chapter 3.
27 Dalman (1933), 2.
28 Dalman (1933), 28–30; Eyice (1979), 5; Mango (1995), 10; Çeçen (1996a), 51–2.
29 The structural examination of this bridge was undertaken by Bardill and Bayliss. See Bayliss and Crow (in preparation).
30 See Chapter 2; Dalman (1933), 29, 79–80 with figs 43–4; Çeçen (1991), 28, 125 with map no. 2; Çeçen (1996b), 33; Çeçen (1999), 142 with

map no. 1.
31 On the history of the Halkalı line with maps, see Çeçen (1991) (who believes in a Roman origin). Andréossy (1828), 414–15, pl. VI is an

early record of the route of the Halkalı line.
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Fig. 5.1 Unkapanı Cistern.

32 Given the uncertainty of its course, if the line lay 5–7 m higher (closer to the Ottoman line as defined by the line of fountains) outside the
Constantinian walls, it could also have included cisterns C3/4 and D3/1. 

33 Forchheimer and Strzygowski (1893), 3–4, fig. 1.
34 Forchheimer and Strzygowski (1893), 70–1.
35 Çeçen (1996a), 215; see however Çeçen (1996b), 151–5, for plans and a rather more cautious claim for the late Roman origins of the

structure. 
36 Çeçen (1996a), 221–2, with photo p. 223.

The course of the Hadrianic channel

In addition to the key association of the Roman and
Ottoman systems, there are other clues that may help
to establish the course of Hadrian’s aqueduct. If we
follow the projected line of the channel eastwards
from the Land Walls back towards the Yerebatan
Sarayı, we see that it follows steep hillsides in the
north-west of the city, where there are no substantial
cisterns that it could have supplied (see Map 12).32

Having passed eastward under Constantine’s wall,
the contours suggest that the channel would have
turned abruptly south, following the contour coin-
ciding with Haliç Caddesi, where a number of
cisterns are clustered at an elevation of 30–34 m
(D4/7 and D4/2). Thereafter, the projected line coin-
cides with the remains of a barrel-vaulted conduit
(0.85 m wide and 2.0 m high) reported by Forch-
heimer and Strzygowski north of the Zeyrek Camii
beneath a house in Demirhan Mahallesi.33 This is a

strong indication that our projected line may be
correct. Then the channel appears to have coincided
with the large cistern in Unkapanı, beside Atatürk
Bulvarı (E5/2) (Fig. 5.1).34 The channel gets closest to
the cistern at its south-west corner where structural
examination revealed the inflow point. West of this
point Çeçen notes that the Tezgâhçılar Taksim is 
25 m below the Bozdogan Kemeri and this is ‘a com-
pletely Roman structure’.35 We were unable to corro-
borate this, but its location would indicate that the
course of the lower channel followed the contour and
turned to the east across the line taken by Atatürk
Bulvarı. 

Beyond this point we can project the line of the
channel eastwards, coinciding with E5/7. In this area,
Çeçen reports that a channel was found whilst
excavating foundations for an annexe to the Süley-
maniye Library.36 The channel seemed to come from
the west and be connected with a cistern in the court-
yard of the children’s library. It was brick-built, high
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37 Çeçen (1996a), 25, with photos p. 27.
38 The possibility cannot be ruled out that these piers are merely casements for the columns and that the columns themselves still survive.
39 Andréossy (1828), pl. VI. In his table of Ottoman sources Andréossy (1828), 425, also notes the channel of a spring from Balıklı in

Zeytinburnu, west of the Land Walls, which entered the city between Silivri Kapı and Yedikule and provided water for the same area. 
40 Çeçen (1996b), plans 8 and 9; Çeçen (1999), plans 30–3.
41 Andréossy (1828), 456, with pl. VI.
42 Çeçen (1996a), 95.

and narrow (unlike any of the channels recorded
elsewhere in the system). Çeçen adds that it might
have been part of the sewerage system, if it was not
in fact for distributing water to reservoirs. Given the
dimensions of the channel, it seems unlikely that it is
to be connected with the Hadrianic system, despite
being in roughly the right location.

The projected line of the Hadrianic channel later
coincides with the substructures on Cemal Nadir
Sokagi (F6/5), and with the Yerebatan Sarayı (G7/9).
Çeçen reports that a channel was found during the
construction of the tourist exit from the Yerebatan
Sarayı.37 The exit is located at the more easterly
corner of the cistern, on Alemdar Caddesi. The
channel brought water from the Ayasofya distribu-
tion centre (taksim), but may reflect earlier usage. A
study of the topography of this area suggests that
from the Yerebatan Sarayı, the Hadrianic channel
then followed the western flank of the Acropolis,
potentially supplying G7/16, the adjacent cistern of
the Sarnıç Restaurant on Sogukçesme Sokagı
(G7/15), and the cistern in the Gülhane Park (G6/1).
A group of cisterns in the vicinity of the Great Palace
and the Hippodrome appear to be at an appropriate
elevation to be supplied by the Hadrianic line. These
include the Nakilbent cistern and the cistern within
the substructures of the Sphendone (the curved end
of the Hippodrome) (F8/1; F8/5). The Ottoman
supply line also passed through this area, as shown
not only by the presence of numerous fountains but
also by the modifications to the Nakilbent cistern.
These alterations involved the replacement of several
columns in the cistern with tapering brick and stone
piers,38 and repairs to the vaulting which involved the
introduction of pointed arches. To supply these
cisterns, a branch must have left the main Hadrianic
channel, although exactly where is uncertain. Such a
branching is perhaps most likely at the Yerebatan
Sarayı, but it may have occurred much further west,

leaving the main line in the valley between the Fourth
and Third Hills. 

Some 50 m to the south-east of the Nakilbend
cistern, on the south side of Ogul Sokak at its east
end is a house with a lower storey built into the
slope. Incorporated into the façade of the upper
storey is a section of brick-built channel, whose curv-
ing path is still reflected by the concavity of the
house’s façade. The frontage has been faced with
cement, so no structural details of the flank of the
channel are available, but a cross-section through the
channel is visible at the west end of the house; it is
not clear if this is a water channel or drain. 

South-west districts (Exokionion)

Andréossy indicates another Ottoman channel
leaving the taksim outside the Land Walls at
Egrikapı, passing southwards and under the Valens
line, and following the west side of the Lycus valley
towards the Langa Bostanı, before following the con-
tours westwards to Samatya, where the Stoudios
basilica (with cistern B9/1) is located.39 Çeçen’s
maps, based on early twentieth-century records,
show much the same40 and it is conceivable that such
a branch existed in the Byzantine period.41

It may be added that the springs at Cebeciköy and
Kırkçesme may have supplied not just the Hadrianic
line entering the city, but also a line to Sycae (later
Pera). We know from the Notitia that the Baths of
Honorius were located in Sycae, and these must have
had a supply. In addition two cisterns are known in
Pera (F3/1; F4/1). Whether there was a branch off the
Hadrianic channel, or whether there was a separate
channel originating elsewhere in the Belgrade Forest
is uncertain. It may or may not be relevant that the
Turkish Taksim line, which supplied Galata, was
independent of the other Turkish lines crossing the
Alibey and entering the city through the walls.42
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As we have seen in the discussion of the Thracian
system (Chapter 3), the high-level supply to the city
comprised two main channels, the narrow channel
built by Valens to bring water from high levels at
Damamandıra and Pınarca, and the later channel
bringing water at a lower level from Vize (probably
the work of the Theodosian emperors). The earlier
channel was narrow (about 0.70–0.80 m wide) along
its entire length; the latter was (at least east of
Binkılıc) broad in width (about 1.6 m wide). The
elevation of the two channels gradually converged
after the Ballıgerme bridge, from where they ran
alongside each other towards Constantinople.
Whether the two channels were united before they
entered the city remains uncertain.

The Bozdogan Kemeri (Map 14; Fig. 5.2)

The surviving aqueduct bridge spanning the valley
between the Fourth and Third Hills, carried a water
channel at an elevation of about 56–57 m above sea
level and enabled the high-level channel to supply the
higher ground towards the Forum of Theodosius and
the nearby Constantianae and Carosianae Baths, as
well as the nymphaeum in Region X and ultimately
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the ‘castellum aquae’ at the Binbirdirek cistern
(F7/5). The bridge is 971 m long and at the lower west
end the width is 3.40 m, broadening over the higher
double arcade to 5.65 m over Pier 25.43 The bridge
was subject to extensive rebuilding in Ottoman times
and a recent sympathetic restoration. Çeçen has
published a measured elevation of part of the bridge
and a more detailed record and discussion of Piers
76–81 is found in the recent Kalenderhane report.44

Despite extensive later restorations, it is possible to
identify significant parts of the bridge which remain
essentially from the original fourth-century con-
struction and subsequent late antique construction.
Archaeological investigation of the bridge is limited.
Harrison noted that fourth-century pottery was
found in the lowest levels of the sounding next to Pier
45, 4.5 m below the modern ground surface. Ward-
Perkins in his study of early Byzantine construction
accepted the later fourth-century date. Striker and
Kuban observe that there is little difference in ground
surface between the late Roman baths at Kalender-
hane and the adjacent aqueduct piers.45 A fragment-
ary chrismon on a key-stone of Arch 30 also indi-
cates construction (or at least very radical repairs) in
the late fourth or fifth century (see Fig. 2.3).

THE THRACIAN HIGH-LEVEL CHANNELS AND 
THE AQUEDUCT OF VALENS

43 Dalman (1933), 39; by comparison, the main piers of Kursunlugerme (K20) are 12 m in breadth.
44 Çeçen (1996a), foldout 3; Striker and Kuban (1997), 29–31, fig. 9.
45 Harrison (1967), pl. 61.1; Ward-Perkins (1958), 65, pl. 17A; Striker and Kuban (1997), 30–1.

Fig. 5.2 Bozdogan Kemeri.
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On the basis of observations made before the
recent restoration, Dalman identified the early sur-
viving sections as Arches 1–40 and 46–51; although
the more easterly parts of the bridge are more varied
in form, he observed that early construction is visible
in a number of places.46 The west end probably most
clearly represents the early appearance of the fourth-
century bridge. Two tiers are well preserved in the
section from Arch 26 eastwards; the facings are of
regular, coursed limestone blocks, with no clear evi-
dence of bossed work, although it is clear that the
face has been cut back in many places in the course
of restorations and as a consequence there is little
surviving evidence for the marked string-courses and
cornices seen especially in the second phase bridges
in Thrace. Tapering buttresses survive from Byzan-
tine work in places, but are also clearly a feature of
Ottoman work47 and, amongst the extensive repairs,
Dalman suggested that the narrowing of the arches
with brick vaults may in some instances be Byzantine
in date.48

Today the top of the bridge has been capped with
modern cement, although in places near the centre it
is possible to see the lines of Ottoman ceramic pipes.
However the western end of the bridge has been
partly demolished and a cross-section is visible below
the later Ottoman distribution centre (Fig. 5.3).49

The section reveals a vaulted channel set towards the
northern flank of the bridge. This measures 0.95 m in
width and has a 4 cm-thick layer of hydraulic mortar
on each flank. Measuring from the base of the
hydraulic mortar to the top of the vault, the height is
1.88 m. The entrance to this channel is now blocked
with mortared stone, although the dimensions quite
closely match the early channel from near the Zeyrek
Camii.50 Çeçen records that this channel was
unblocked during a recent restoration and was traced
for 9 m eastwards along the bridge, at which point it
was found to have been walled up. There was no
sinter incrustation in the channel.51 Dalman reported
that a little further to the east, in the ruined lower
part of Arch 1, it was possible to see a cross-section
through not one, but two channels, each 0.63 m wide
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by 1.76 m high, set side-by-side.52 Çeçen reports that
one of the two channels is completely blocked with
sinter and that the other is no longer visible.53 This
description is not entirely clear but we infer that the
blocked channel was on the south side of the bridge.
Dalman’s other channel, on the north side of the
bridge, would have been in the same position as the
blocked channel traced for 9 m and described by
Çeçen, although, if the two formed a continuous
channel, we would have to assume that the channel
had been reduced from 0.95 m in width to 0.63 m by
the time it reached Arch 1. This channel was appar-
ently traced further west, since it is reported that in
1989, on the north side of the bridge, in the section
passing over Atatürk Bulvarı, a 0.63 m-wide channel
was also found.54

46 Dalman (1933), 38, see pl. 21.
47 Dalman (1933), Pier 36, 44, fig. 31; Pier 51, fig. 38, pl. 22; for Ottoman examples see Dalman (1933), 50–1.
48 See Arch 32, Dalman (1933), 48, fig. 30 shows similar work to the repairs seen in Phase IV at Büyükgerme.
49 The truncated west end is illustrated by Dalman (1933), 38, fig. 21; Çeçen (1996a), 125 (figs at top left and bottom right).
50 See above note 33.
51 Çeçen (1996a), 125 (figures at bottom right); 209, 223.
52 Dalman (1933), 47, fig. 3; he shows two channels running across the bridge in parallel in the reconstruction on pl. 22, cross-section A–B.
53 Çeçen (1996a), 129, 208, photo p. 127. 
54 Çeçen (1996a), 223.

Fig. 5.3 Blocked channel on north side of Bozdogan
Kemeri.
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It is difficult to be certain how these two channels
should be associated with the Thracian sources.
Çeçen suggests that the channel filled with sinter may
have carried water from the Halkalı sources, claim-
ing this water to be extremely hard. He also suggests
that the channel with little or no sinter carried water
from Thrace,55 although our observations (see Chap-
ter 3) indicate that the quantity of sinter deposited
varies very significantly along the system. If Çeçen is
correct in asserting that the Halkalı waters were so
hard, they may initially have been avoided with good
reason, but in any case in the later Byzantine and
Ottoman times the Halkalı springs were the only
source for a high-level water supply.56

It would seem that Çeçen considered that the
entire discharge from the Thracian sources could
have been carried by just one of these two channels.
He was unaware, however, that the Thracian system
consisted of at least three major sources with two
separate lines of channels. It seems likely, however,
that the upper part of the bridge was remodelled as
the system developed; initially under Valens the
bridge may be expected to have carried only a single
(and possibly central) channel, whereas later, when
the sources at Vize were tapped (at the end of the
fourth or in the early fifth century), the bridge would
have had to carry two channels. If these two channels
correspond to those recorded by Dalman at Arch 1 of
the Bozdogan Kemeri, then clearly the width of the
channels had been adjusted so that they were equal in
width by the time they reached the bridge.57 The fact
that both are relatively narrow need not dissociate
them from the new broad channels in Thrace, since it
is quite likely that the channels within the city could
have been narrowed in order to ensure the continuing
velocity of the water flow.

There remains the problem of how to explain the
sinter in the southern channel and the walling-up of
the northern channel. One possible scenario is as
follows: both channels originally carried water from
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Thrace, but when the Thracian supply line fell out of
use, only one of the channels, perhaps the southern
one, was used to bring water from a closer source,
such as Halkalı, with significantly harder water. The
other northern channel on the bridge was redundant
now that the supply from Thrace had stopped, but
we cannot be sure of the date it was blocked. In time
the southern channel became blocked by sinter,
although without analysis we cannot be sure whether
the deposit is Byzantine or later in date. Çeçen
records that at the west end of the Bozdogan Kemeri,
in front of the Ottoman distribution dome, a 50.80
m-long stretch of the bridge was demolished to build
a road. Below the Ottoman pipes was found a
covered masonry channel, the bed of which was
slightly below the modern street level. Its dimensions
were the same as the channels of the Thracian line.58

The Bozdogan Kemeri provides a key fixed eleva-
tion for the high-level water supply within the city.
Çeçen attempted to calculate the point at which the
Thracian channels entered the city, by projecting
their line eastwards from the most easterly parts of
the channels he had discovered. These were at
Fındıklı Creek (G33), about 10 km from the city
walls as the crow flies. At this point the channel is 
72 m above sea level, and its gradient was estimated
at 0.0006–0.0007. He was therefore able to calculate
that the elevation of the channel on entering the city
would have been about 63 m above sea level, putting
the point at which the channel crossed the Land
Walls into the city at about 150–200 m south of
Edirnekapı.59

A different approach to this problem may be taken
thanks to the survival of the Bozdogan Kemeri up to
the height of the base of the channels. The elevation
of the channels carried by the Bozdogan Kemeri is
indicated on the exterior by an upper levelling
course. Dalman’s survey of this course, where it
survived, revealed that the gradient of the channel is
about 1:1000, having an elevation of 57.074 m at

55 Çeçen (1996a), 229.
56 Andréossy (1828), 432, notes how the waters of Halkalı which flowed across the aqueduct of Valens were, ‘toujours claires, toujours pures,

sont plus particulièrment destinées au service du Harèm’. He also notes that sources from Halkalı, Karamanlı and Topcular entered at the
Edirne Kapı and crossed the Aqueduct of Valens to the suterazi at Ayasofya (located adjacent to the Milion) (1828), 422–3. 

57 Problems with the definition of the two channels close to the city have already been considered in Chapter 3; however it is important to
realize that between the Land Walls and the Bozdogan Kemeri the water channels could already have dispersed significant quantities of
water. The evidence for two separate channels presented here could imply that two Thracian channels entered the city, unless one channel
was intended to transfer the waters stored in the large reservoirs of Aetius or Aspar to the main consumers, baths etc., located within the
old Constantinian walls. By analogy with Rome, the water from these reservoirs will have been recognized as being of poorer quality and
have been kept separate, cf. Aqua Tepula in Rome, Evans (1994), 96.

58 Çeçen (1996a), 129, 207, 222–3, and photo p. 126 (where the channel below the distribution dome is ascribed to Constantine); Çeçen
(1996b), photo p. 138. It should be noted that Çeçen (1996a), 209, suggests alternative reasons as to why there were two channels over the
Bozdogan Kemeri and puts forward as many as six possibilities for dating the two channels.

59 Çeçen (1996a), 120, 122, 206, 207.
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Arch 1 in the west and an elevation of 56.248 m some
800 m to the east at Arch 76.60 Knowing the elevation
and gradient of the channels running over the
Bozdogan Kemeri, it is thus possible to project the
line of the channels both eastwards towards the heart
of the city, and westwards towards the source in
Thrace. The projection of the line westwards from
the aqueduct bridge suggests that the Thracian chan-
nels (or channel if the two had merged by this point)
passed under the Land Walls of Theodosius II at an
elevation of about 59.5 m, close to the Kerko Porta at
the Tekfur Sarayı. This calculation assumes, of
course, that the channel maintained a constant gradi-
ent, which was not certainly the case. A gradient of
1:1000 is, however, likely to have been a minimum,
and so we may say that the channel would not have
entered the city at an elevation of less than 59.5 m. In
his recent discussion of aqueduct levelling, Lewis
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tabulates the differing gradients along the Nîmes
aqueduct.61 Significantly the gradient over a bridge
was often the minimum along the course of the 
channel. Although the gradient of a water channel
was rarely consistent over any great distance, an
average can be estimated based on distance travelled
and change in elevation. A calculation of the
gradient of the long-distance water channel in
Thrace shows that it achieved an overall gradient of
0.7m/km, which left little margin for error over such
a large distance. Within the city walls, therefore, the
Thracian line is unlikely to have supplied cisterns,
baths or other buildings at an elevation greater than
59.5 m. It may be noted that Andréossy’s map shows
the Ottoman line from the vicinity of Cebeciköy, a
line which may have reused or replaced the Hadrianic
line, passing through the Land Walls close to the
Tekfur Sarayı.62

Fig. 5.4 Graph showing relative gradients of channels.

60 Dalman (1933), 42, and the comments of Striker and Kuban (1997), 29–30. 
61 Lewis (2001), 170–91, figs 9.3 and 9.4.
62 Andréossy (1828), pl. VI.
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Channels in the vicinity of the
Theodosian Land Walls

A number of Ottoman channels are known to have
entered the city between the Edirnekapı in the north
and the Mevlevihanekapı and the Topkapı to the
south; these are associated with the high-level
Ottoman springs known generically as Halkalı 
(Fig. 5.5).63 Two channels in this area may be men-
tioned, although it seems unlikely that either is con-
nected with the Byzantine supply system. First, there
are the channels of the Ottoman supply system that
crossed a bridge over the ditch of the Land Walls at a
point 200 m south of Mihrimah Camii.64 Whether
the route of the Ottoman channel was in any way
dictated by the path of the earlier Byzantine channel
is quite uncertain.

Second, Çeçen reports the discovery by Ahmet
Ersen of a masonry channel about 220 m to the south
of the Mihrimah Mosque at Edirnekapı, 10 m to the
east of the Outer Wall of the Land Walls, and ‘in a
ruined castle [probably a tower is meant?] to the
north of Sulukule [Pempton gate]’.65 He says that the
channel was 0.50 m wide with plastered sides and a
vaulted roof, and reports the elevation of the channel
as 63–64 m above sea level; it ran in a north-easterly
direction.66 He points out that this is unlikely to have
been the channel coming from Thrace, which was
much wider (1 m or 1.6 m in width), but he suggests
that the Thracian line may have entered the city at
about the same point. If so, the Thracian channels
entered the city at a slightly higher elevation than we
have estimated, and so somewhat further to the
south. It is difficult to see how the 0.50 m channel
reported by Çeçen could represent one of the two
channels of the Thracian supply system unless, per-
haps, the channels narrowed on approaching the city.
But given that both of the channels noted at the
Bozdogan Kemeri measured 0.63 m in width at the
minimum, we should probably conclude that this
channel is not relevant to the main distribution
system. 

The Mokios reservoir

One possible explanation of this channel is that it
represents a branch from the Thracian supply line.
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Such a branch may have been required to supply the
reservoir of Mokios. It might have left the main
channel close to the reservoir of Aetios, and have
followed the contours of the land so as to pass out of
the Land Walls at the point where Çeçen observed it,
and then back in again about 70 m further south so
as to supply the reservoir of Mokios; this is shown on
Fig. 2.1 and Map 12. A water channel is mentioned in
the south-western part of the city in the tenth-
century Book of Ceremonies, and this almost cer-
tainly fed the reservoir of Mokios.67

In his study of the water supply system Dirimtekin
noted that, some time before he wrote his article, a
small part of the Land Walls south of Topkapı had
been demolished to widen the road entering the
city.68 A water conduit parallel to the line of the walls
was found as the ground level was lowered. The
channel was 0.60 m wide, 1.20 m high to the spring
of the vault, and 1.40 m high in total. The vault
consisted of seven courses of brick. The walls were
covered with roughcast allegedly containing egg-

Fig. 5.5 Ottoman channels near the Edirnekapı.

63 See the map reproduced in Nirven (1946), opposite p. 160.
64 Çeçen (1996a), 125 with photo p. 124. The Ottoman bridge is a 1 m-wide, single, pointed arch, 24 m long, and the water was carried in

pipes with 16 mm internal diameter. The pipes were seen to pass through the outer wall.
65 Çeçen (1996a), 20–1, 125–7, 214.
66 Çeçen (1996a), 20–1.
67 Book of Ceremonies (ed. Reiske), 55 (see Appendix 1): ‘Second reception at the channel in which water flows’. Çeçen (1996a), 222, it may

be noted, suggests that the Mokios reservoir was supplied by a branch of the main system leading from the military cemetery at Edirnekapı.
68 Dirimtekin (1959), 220.
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white. Only the vaulting was different from the other
channels that Dirimtekin had seen. Although this
channel was in about the right location to be a con-
duit supplying the reservoir of Mokios, the fact that
it ran parallel to the Land Walls suggests this was not
the case, and its function must remain undetermined.

The top of the Mokios reservoir is at a height of
around 55 m, so it could only have been supplied by
a branch leading off the main Thracian supply line
(the Hadrianic line being too low).69 If we assume
the branch would have taken the shortest route pos-
sible, it would have branched from the main supply
line in the saddle between the Seventh and the Sixth
Hills, just to the west of the Aetios reservoir. The
channel would have proceeded along the north-east
bank of the Lycus until an appropriate location for a
crossing-point was reached. From here it would have
passed along the northern slope of the Seventh Hill
to approach the Mokios reservoir at the required
height. By constructing the branch outside the Land
Walls, it would have been possible to carry it over the
Lycus valley where the gradient was less substantial.
The possibility that the channel or pipes crossed the
Lycus within the city is very unlikely, as an aqueduct
bridge with a height of over 20 m would have been
required and there is no evidence at all for such a
structure having existed (the Book of Ceremonies
refers only to an agōgon, which may be a channel
rather than a bridge). An alternative is that originally
a siphon was constructed across the valley, later
replaced by the outer loop.

The reservoirs of Aetius and Aspar

If the line of the Valens channel is projected east-
wards from an elevation of 59.5 m at the Land Walls,
it passes along the south-west flanks of the reservoirs
of Aetius and Aspar (see Fig. 2.1; Map 12). This
makes good sense, since Forchheimer reports that a
channel was seen close to the south-west side of the
Aspar reservoir, running eastwards, but was blocked
in the mid-nineteenth century.70 The projected line
suggests that the channel then passed under the
Constantinian fortification wall, across the valley
between the Fourth and Third Hills by means of the
Bozdogan Kemeri, turned south to the Forum of
Theodosius I (Forum Tauri), close to which the great
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nymphaeum was located, and followed the line of the
Mese, passing what was once apparently an open
reservoir (F7/7).71 The channel continued to the
Binbirdirek Cistern at the eastern extremity of the
Second Hill.

It is, therefore, clear that the major cisterns were
located so as to lie precisely on the line of the chan-
nel. Other smaller cisterns that were at levels lower
than the main line but nevertheless fairly close to it,
may also have been supplied by this channel. In
particular, we may suggest that the cistern discovered
at Saraçhane (D5/4, perhaps to be identified with the
cistern of Modestus, which was built at the same
time as the Valens line) could have been supplied by
a branch leaving the main channel near the Fourth
Hill or near the west end of the Bozdogan Kemeri.
The same branch might also have supplied cisterns
further downhill in the vicinity of the Forum of
Marcian (D6/1–5). Other cisterns that may have been
supplied by the Thracian line include those around
the Zeyrek Camii (Pantocrator) and the Fethiye
Camii (Pammakaristos), and those concentrated in
the vicinity of the Büyük Valide Han near the Nuros-
maniye Camii.

Exactly how far this postulated channel extended
at various dates is uncertain. Although it is not
inconceivable that it extended, from the first, right to
the eastern end of the city, it is also possible that in
373, when water first flowed into the city, the channel
ended at the nymphaeum close to the Forum of
Theodosius, leaving the Hadrianic line to supply
more easterly areas. By 425, when the Notitia was
compiled, the slopes of the Third and Fourth Hills
were the most densely settled regions in the city, and
it was perhaps at about this time that the open cis-
tern north-east of the Forum of Constantine was
built (F7/7). If so, the main line must have extended
at least this far east by the third decade of the fifth
century. The Binbirdirek Cistern, which is somewhat
further east, does not appear to have been built until
the sixth century. We cannot, of course, safely infer
from this that the channel was not extended so far
east until the sixth century. How else was the Palace
of Antiochus (built c. 415 or c. 430) at the north-west
corner of the Hippodrome supplied?

69 Andréossy (1828), 456, is misleading when he mentions the proximity between the cistern of Mokios and the conduit leaving the Hadrianic
line just outside the Land Walls at the taksim of Egrı Kapı. The line passed some distance east of the reservoir and at too low an elevation
to have supplied it. For the route, see Andréossy (1828), pl. VI.

70 Forchheimer and Strzygowski (1893), 47; also repeated by Çeçen (1996a), 222. 
71 Bardill (1997), 69–75, has suggested that this reservoir might be identified as the cistern of Philoxenus, which may also be the same as the

cisterna Theodosiana mentioned by the Notitia in Region V.
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A number of substantial cisterns have been located
on the ancient acropolis (First Hill) of Byzantium
and are described by Tezcan.72 The most substantial
are the L-shaped cistern located south of Haghia
Eirene (possibly to be identified as the cistern of the
Hospice of Samson) (G7/5) and the group of struc-
tures comprising three cisterns and a bathhouse
behind the site of the Archaeological Museum
(possibly to be identified as the Baths of Alexander)
(G6/5, 7, 9). Situated between 20 m and 40 m above
sea level, few of these cisterns could have been sup-
plied directly by the Hadrianic line from the Belgrade
Forest. A mechanical water-lifting device was
attested in Ottoman times to raise water from the
taksim close to the Yerbatan Sarayı to the Harem73

and it must be assumed that water was somehow
carried to the First Hill from the summit of the
Second Hill in the vicinity of the Binbirdirek Cistern.
This would have required a water channel to be car-
ried over the deep saddle between the Second and
First Hills, either by a water bridge or a siphon. Yet,
it is difficult to imagine that an aqueduct bridge
could have passed directly through the very heart of
the city without receiving any attention at all in the
contemporary literature. Two possibilities for the
carriage of water to the First Hill remain: either a
siphon from the Second Hill or a mechanical water-
lifting device from the Hadrianic (Belgrade Forest)
channel. Support for the former option comes from
the Ottoman system which supplied water to the
Topkapı Sarayı and of which the surviving siphon at
the Milion forms an integral part.74
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In summary, this chapter has attempted to model
the principal systems of water circulation within the
Byzantine city. It is clear from Byzantine texts that
the new city inherited an established aqueduct of
Hadrian bringing water from the Belgrade Forest,
but this was limited to supplying cisterns, residences
or baths below the 35 m contour level, that is around
the flanks and the eastern end of the peninsula,
including the Great Palace and a number of baths,
such as those of Achilles and possibly those of
Zeuxippos. On the other hand, the Valens line bring-
ing water from Thrace could have supplied any struc-
tures below the 59 m contour, and could, therefore,
have fed much of the new city as far as the walls of
Theodosius.

The projected lines of both aqueducts coincide
with some of the major cisterns. Other cisterns
below the respective lines would have been supplied
by lead, terracotta, or marble pipelines, or by built
conduits, drawing water from the main channel.
Similar conduits would have connected the cisterns
to the private residences, baths, monasteries, and
public buildings that they served. However, the
sequence of water circulation known from Rome and
other cities — from the castellum divisorum at the
edge of the city to the district castellum aquae, and
then further down to the water-towers which sup-
plied the public basins and private consumers — is
not clearly defined at Constantinople and will be
considered more fully in the final chapter.

72 Tezcan (1989).
. 73 See Andréossy (1828), 422–3; also Çeçen (1999), 108–9.

74 Çeçen (1991), 187; for a recent discussion of intra-mural siphons in Rome see Tucci (2006).
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